
Two Visions of Spain in the 1950s:
Eugene Smith and Brassaï

In the nineteen fifties Spain caught the interest of a number of international photographers. Two specific 
projects are recalled here: Eugene Smith’s Spanish Village, a controversial feature with overt political intentions 
made for Life magazine, and Brassaï’s series Séville en fête made for Harper’s Bazaar, that proposes instead 
a picture of Spain halfway between the dream-like images indebted to Surrealism and the clichés of a tourist 
guide.

extraordinary formal perfection, thanks to 
Smith’s painstaking way of composing his 
pictures in the manner of a stage director, 
and on the other it revealed the harshest 
aspects of Spanish reality, the subsist-
ence economy, the Roman plough and 
the handcrafted distaff still in use, or the 
weight of authority symbolised by the two 
civil guards reproduced on a large scale by 
Life.

In Spain, however, Spanish Village trig-
gered great controversy. Mundo Hispánico 
review reminded its readers that it was a 
tendentious article, and that similar scenes 
could be found in the United States if one 
were to look for them. Arte Fotográfico, the 
main photography magazine published at 
the time in Spain, declared that Spanish 
Village was an ‘outrageous and deplora-
ble’ feature, and that while it was true that 
it contained some ‘magnificent’ pictures 

The country’s relative opening up after the ten years of autocracy that followed the Span-
ish Civil War prompted many of the top photojournalists of the time to travel to the Iberian 
Peninsula in the early fifties. American photographer William Eugene Smith (1918-1978) 
visited Spain early in May 1950 to prepare a feature on ‘the hunger and fear provoked by 
Franco.’ Smith’s assignment was for Life, one of the most important illustrated maga-
zines of the day, each issue of which published a photographic essay, i.e., a picture se-
quence accompanied by text and devoted to a single theme of special interest. Smith had 
begun to collaborate with Life in 1948, and this time he hoped to produce a feature on the 
food situation in Spain after ten years of Francoist dictatorship. Once in Spain he began 
to seek an appropriate spot for his purpose and eventually chose to focus on a single case, 
the village of Deleitosa in Estremadura; however, in mid-July an unexpected visit the Civil 
Guard made to his hotel in Trujillo frightened him so much he decided to leave the country.

There were reasons enough for being afraid, for the Press Law proclaimed by Serra-
no Suñer during the Civil War was still valid in Spain and enforced rigorous censorship. 
Smith’s objective of denouncing the situation of the Spanish population after ten years 
of dictatorship obviously faced a number of difficulties. The feature was published in the 
April 1951 edition of Life under the title Spanish Village. It Lives in Ancient Poverty and 
Faith, and was widely acclaimed in the United States; some writers declared that the pic-
tures could be compared to the paintings by old masters and, indeed, it did contain a few 
extraordinary images in which Estremaduran peasants were portrayed with extreme dig-
nity and beauty. In this sense the feature was ambiguous—on the one hand it presented 
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(albeit ‘only from a photographic point of view’) many of them seemed to reveal a ‘stag-
ing’ (which was true, for Smith had no qualms about making his sitters pose for as long as 
it took to achieve the desired composition).

Spanish Village was considered a model in its genre and was soon displayed in the most 
important contemporary art museums in the world. This sort of feature probably encour-
aged other photographers to travel to Spain: Robert Frank did so in 1952, Cartier-Bres-
son and Inge Morath in 1953 and William Klein in 1956. Another important international 
photographer to visit Spain was Brassaï (1899-1984). Of Hungarian origin, Brassaï had 
been associated with the Surrealist movement since the late twenties. Celebrated for his 
photographs of Paris by night and his graffiti series published in journals such as Mino-
taure, his connection with Harper’s Bazaar, one of the best fashion magazines of the age, 
dated back to 1937 when he began to publish his portraits of artists such as Picasso, 
Braque and Giacometti.

Brassaï arrived in Spain a few weeks before Eugene Smith, in April 1950. His situation, 
however, was quite different to Smith’s—his assignment being for a fashion magazine 
he stayed at the Alfonso XIII, one of Seville’s best hotels, and could devote himself free-
ly to photographing the Holy Week and other festivities of the city. The feature became 
the first of a series dedicated to European festivities commissioned by Harper’s Bazaar. 
It was published immediately, on three double pages of the July 1950 issue. Brassaï re-
turned to Spain on several occasions to complete his collection of Spanish pictures pub-
lished four years later in a book entitled Séville en fête by Robert Delpire, better known for 
having brought to light Robert Frank’s The Americans in 1958.

Brassaï’s picture series was slightly more ambiguous than Eugene Smith’s. His inten-
tions were not political, as was obvious from the texts by Dominique Aubier (1922-1914) 
and Henry de Montherlant (1896-1972) that introduced the series. Aubier defined her-
self, and by extension Brassaï, as a ‘tourist’ in Spain, while Montherlant pointed out that 
‘these impressive photographs suddenly transport us to a different world, a long way 
from Europe and from 1954.’ Indeed, to a great extent Brassaï’s book was dedicated to 
portraying the most characteristic traits of the festivities, which he himself described in 
detail in another text that brought the book to a close. In this sense, Sevilla en fiestas was 
a book about Spain for foreigners, which could be considered a guide book for visiting the 
Andalusian capital during its classic festivities.

Nonetheless, at the same time many of his pictures eluded tourist photography and re-
ferred directly back to the Surrealist tradition of Brassaï’s origins. Some of them, for in-
stance, presented shop windows filled with dolls, mannequins or hats. Such images sug-
gested the tension between animate and inanimate that so fascinated the Surrealists 
and referred directly back to the Parisian shop-windows photographed by Eugène Atget 
(1857-1927) that Brassaï was no doubt familiar with. Others portrayed sleeping figures, 
a common motif in Surrealist publications of the thirties that evoked the intention ‘to re-
solve the previously contradictory conditions of dream and reality’ that André Breton had 
identified as ‘super-reality.’ Brassaï’s pictures thus revealed Spain to be an exotic country 
in which this coming together of opposites—animate and inanimate, sleep and wakeful-
ness—was possible, as Breton had discovered in Mexico. 
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